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Abstract 
One of the cultural and historical monuments nominated by the Republic of Kazakhstan to the World Heritage 
List of UNESCO is the megalithic structures of Begazy-Danbybai culture. Architectural structures intended for 
the funeral ceremonies of persons of the highest social rank of cultural education, are in the central part of the 
modern Republic of Kazakhstan, but most consolidated in Begazy burial.  
This article deals with the architectural features of the burial monuments of the elite Begazy-Dandybay 
culture, located in the burial ground Begazy. It also contains materials on the conservation and restoration works, 
which directly involved the author of this article. 
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1. Written information about the burial ground and the analysis of archaeological surveys 
Necropolis Begazy – one of the most significant archaeological sites in Kazakhstan. The burial ground is 
located at the foot of the mountain of the same name on the right bank of the river Karatal and occupies a plot 
with a total area of 10 hectares. The bulk of the objects of burial ground is located on a chain of SW-NE 
direction. Although the burial ground is known as the Late Bronze Age, in the burial ground are the monuments 
of different periods, including 50 oval, round, rectangular fence of the Andronov historical and cultural affinities, 
6-rock mausoleums of Begazy- Dandybay culture, burial structures with stone and earthen embankment and 
More than 300 structures of ethnographic time with dimensions 2,5 × 3 m, height 1 m. 
The first written evidence about the necropolis are still in the publications of the early twentieth century. For 
example in 1903 a publication of Konshin N. «On Ancient Monuments of Semipalitinsk oblast (region)» was 
published, where the author summed up the work of Semipalatinsk statistical committee to gather information 
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relating to the field of archaeological antiquities held in 1900. In the section dedicated to the county Karkaralinsk 
author gives the following data: “In Tokraunsk volost (parish) on tract Begazy there are 10 mounds of the round 
form with a mound of small stones. About 3 of them put on the four corners the stone up to 2 ½ arsh., 3 lined 
with large stones at the base in height of ½ arsh., on the tops of the remaining 4 put the stone up to 3 arsh. ...”  
(Konshin N., 1903). 
Judging by the characteristics described monuments N. Konshin, we can conclude that we are talking about 
objects located in the interest us burial ground. Scientific research for the archaeological works were 
implemented by Central Kazakhstan archaeological expedition of the Academy of Sciences of the Kazakh SSR, 
under the leadership of Alkei Margulan, in the period from 1946 to 1952. During the period have been excavated 
18 mound-fences of the Andronov historical and cultural community, and 6 rock mausoleums of the Late bronze 
Age. Over the years, such prominent scholars as Kemal Akishev, Abdumanap Orazbaeva, and L. Kyzlasov took 
part in research. Information obtained in the course of the work, were used in the writing of several scientific 
publications (Margulan A., Akishev K., Kadyrbayev M., Orazbaeyev A., 1977; Margulan A., 1979). 
 
 
Fig. 1. Necropolis Begazy. Mausoleums No. 1 and 2 before restoration 
 
After the archaeological surveys of 50 s of the twentieth century on the territory the burial ground Begazy 
work on the further study of the complex, including the preservation, conservation and restoration of unique 
architectural construction has not been undertaken without taking into account established in the late 70's the 
Sentry board, which is currently of course, does not meet the criteria of today. According to that at the expiration 
of half a century from the date of completion of the initial archaeological work state of the burial ground was 
recorded as an emergency: partially or completely destroyed fences, crumbling walls of mausoleums, scattered 
around the perimeter of burial ground small stone slabs, etc. 
2. Architecture of burial monuments of the elite of Begazy-Dandybay culture, issues of continuity and 
further development of the architectural tradition 
Begazy monoliths are among the most interesting and rare buildings of antiquity. For a variety of signs they 
have some similarities with structures Aksu Ayuly and Dandybai. This similarity is reflected in the coincidence 
of the major plans of buildings and partly in the design of walls made of stone masonry horizontal. However, the 
appearance of Begazy monuments still quite different. Close analogy with them are just wonderful Sangru and 
Belasar complexes. Having a genetic connection with the megalithic constructions of previous stage of the 
Bronze Age Begazy monuments have a number of new features that are specific to them. This is a truly 
cyclopean construction, features a grand stone masses of colossal size, the presence of elements such as 
buttresses, struts, front gallery. 
Begazy group has a total of 6 buildings of the same type, of which the biggest and most interesting buildings 
№ 1, № 2. 
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These facilities, together with a general resemblance, differ, however, from each other in size, construction of 
walls and dividing into separate chambers. Common feature of all is the presence of an input picture, supporting 
stone pillars and props. The base for the site was erected with a recess of land in the form of extensive excavation 
depth of 80-120 cm above the base of towered over ground part of the building. 
Begazy monoliths - is one-or two-chamber constructions, in terms of representing two down one to another 
square with sides oriented strictly to the cardinal. The walls of the square, sunk into the ground, formed by a set 
of continuous series of flat granite slabs set by vertically or horizontal rows of masonry rubble stone cemented 
with a dry weight of the clay. This central camera is enclosed by a second fence outside, which is composed of a 
massive slab of granite, also vertically aligned in serried ranks and fitting closely to one another. The gaps 
between the walls form the cloister. However, the board is not fully preserved. In some cases, their tops beaten 
for use on different economic needs, and the very foundation covered with earth. But even in such a state of ruin 
surviving remnants of plates’ offers dramatic rock masses. For the erection of Begazy monoliths chosen huge 
lumps of fine-grained gray granite, the outputs of which are located close together in the mountains Begazy. 
These lumps are processed in the form of rectangular flat slabs and have a weight of from 1 to 3 tons, their 
dimensions 200×80×8 to 380×120×12 cm. 
To ensure the strength and stability the plates dug in the ground, depending on their size at different depths, 
typically 80-130 cm or one third of their overall height. The upper part of the monoliths towering above the base 
area of 2-2.5 m and their powerful silhouettes are looming from a distance. 
One of the characteristic features of Begazy monuments is the presence of vertical support poles and auxiliary 
props in the form of long, often well-hewn four-sided stone columns, which were reinforced vertical facing plates 
and the existence of other supports. 
In structure and purpose of these supports are strongly reminiscent of supporting wooden pillars in residential 
buildings from the Bronze Age. It's obvious that the stone props to the inner walls were used for strengthening of 
large cladding panels. In order to give stability, durability exterior walls, used the simplest form of buttress made 
by the method of horizontal masonry stones. 
Stone supports have usually rectangular or square cross-section, the size of them 12×20, 12×46, 18×20, 
24×24 cm, their height coincides with the height of the inner chamber walls or facing slabs and depending on the 
value of one or another structure in the range of 80-200 cm 
In small tile fences number of side supports reduced to one through the use of large granite slabs covering the 
entire wall completely. 
From Begazy monoliths stand out for their large size and capacity constructions № 1 and № 2. They have 
nearly the same magnitude. Dimensions of external fences 9×9 m, dimensions of internal fences 6×6 m. 
Around the interior is surrounded by the gallery width of 1.5-2 m. From the eastern side to the main 
construction joins a long corridor, protected on both sides of the larger plate and leading to the central chamber. 
Corridor at the base is immersed in ground, but the lower level is located a few above the floor inside the 
chamber. Length of the corridor is about 7 m, width 3.2 m. Plates that make up the walls of the corridor, are 
gradually falling towards its eastern end. It is a characteristic feature of all tile Begazy fences. At the entrance are 
two very large slabs that form the beginning of the corridor. 
With Begazy rock mausoleums have many similarities Tagisken monuments on the Syrdarya. They have 
almost the same square plan, exit and corridor to the east. Between the corridor and the main building is a 
passage marked the partition of two more thin walls made of brick tubs. They are very close to Begazy and by 
size. Small difference could be formed due to guttered mud wall. There is constant value at Begazy mausoleums, 
their granite walls were a little weathering. It coincides the system of supporting pillars on which rests the 
overlap. At Begazy this is high stone pillars, at Tagisken - brick columns, alternating with wooden poles. In both 
complexes, the walls of square structures are very thick: the thickness of them at Begazy 2.5, at Tagisken 3 m. 
Especially similar to Begazy monuments earlier Tagisken mausoleums built from rectangular adobe bricks. 
Between the outer wall and the inner chamber, they have the same bypass passage as in Begazy mausoleums 1 
and 2, coinciding even width. Like Begazy rock mausoleums lower part of the walls of the mausoleum 6 of 
Tagisken formed a vertical slice of the continental soil in the form of extensive foundation pit depth of 1.3 m. 
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Above the pit, on its board, was a bricklaying on dry clay mortar. At Begazy mausoleums 1 and 2 the same 
masonry is made of long stone blocks on a wet cementitious solution. 
Generally Tagisken mausoleums are almost a copy of Begazy rock tombs. Only the absence of Syrdarya 
River and in the area of Kyzyl Kum of granite rocks deprived builders the ability to accurately reproduce the 
form of monumental buildings and erect Begazy high menhirs. Curiously, Syrdarian builders attempted to create 
a huge slab of clay, like a block of granite Begazy, and to this end formed a very large brick stoves, not specific 
to Central Asia (Margulan A., Bassenov T., Mendikulov M., 1959). 
The studied monuments in the basin of the Ili River (necropolis Besshatyr) by K.A. Akishev have similarities 
with funerary monuments of the necropolis Begazy: plans of square chambers which walls are propped up with 
stone or wooden props, the device of inputs - dromosa on the east side and the presence of double walls. 
Differences exist only in building materials. 
These matches show that Besshatyr Saki mounds are subsequent stage of development gravestones and its 
architecture comes from the design features of the previous Begazy funerary architecture (Kyzylasov L., 1979). 
3. Preservation and restoration of funeral monuments of the elite of Begazy-Dandybay culture. 
Since 2007 at the monuments of the necropolis Begazy conducted conservation and restoration work. The 
work funded by the Ministry of Culture and Information of the State program «Cultural Heritage» on Monuments 
of Begazy-Dandybay and Tasmola cultures». Leader is the Chief Scientist of A.Kh. Margulan Institute of 
Archaeology, Ph.D. Arman Beisenov. 
In the course of carrying out the work, it was found that the situation of an emergency on the necropolis was 
mainly due to two factors: 
1. Natural climatic factors. The region, where is located the burial ground, and the whole Central 
Kazakhstan has a sharply continental climate. Harsh natural conditions in the region are accompanied by constant 
gusty winds, thick snow cover in winter, rainy days in the summer, etc. All of the above data is largely a negative 
effect in the preservation of the physical appearance of many objects of the burial ground; 
2.  The second and the main factor that influenced negatively on the degree of preservation of monuments - 
the human factor. According to the presented information from a number of elderly residents living in nearby 
settlements (Begazy, Karatal) from burial ground, there is evidence that the facilities located on the territory of 
burial ground was repeatedly used as a source of raw materials for agricultural construction in the mid-70's of the 
past century. Marks from such activities can be traced in all the monuments of burial ground, but particularly hit 
hard construction of ethnographic time. 
A combination of two factors led to the preservation of monuments that have dropped dramatically, changed 
the primary image of burial ground, and the study showed that burial ground remains unpleasant experiences of 
the visitors (Beisenov A., Kassenalin A., 2011). 
 
 
Fig. 2. Necropolis Begazy. Mausoleums No. 1 and 2 after restoration 
 
 
Before the start of restoration work had been carried out discussions several times about the course and 
methods of conservation and restoration works, in the end the scientific-research team came to the general 
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consensus on the fact that the restoration of monuments of the burial ground should be carried out according to 
the technical descriptions of the objects drawn A.Kh. Margulan, which is reflected in two monographs. Based on 
the above principle, the restoration work carried out on the 6-rock mausoleums of Begazy-Dandybay culture, 
restored more than 10 Andronian fences and structures of ethnographic time. Conservation and restoration work 
carried out under the supervision of architects, conservators Egorkina N.D. (mausoleums № 1, 2), Suyndikova 
E.T. 
To date, the major work on conservation and restoration is completed. 
In addition to the restoration work is carried out in parallel site improvement of burial ground. Some of these 
works are included: removal of interfering waste, masonry systems of circuitous paths, fencing the area of burial 
ground, preparation of information billboards. 
4. Conclusion 
The massive size of the megalithic structures such Begazy always attracts the attention of researchers who 
study the history of construction equipment. They were especially interested in the solution of problems of 
transportation and engineering operations on huge stone masses. They repeatedly asked ourselves how to create a 
still striking by its grandeur megalithic structures, what chances existed for the production of technical 
operations, for the movement of such powerful rock masses. 
However, this is very simple. Do not forget that megalithic structures - a product of human activity. 
Techniques and operations applied in the movement and installation of large rock masses were also simple. The 
works were carried out by means of levers, rollers made of logs, the transportation is performed more often in 
winter for ice rinks. 
The value of megalithic structures of Kazakhstan consists in the fact that the construction of these monuments 
for the first time attempts were made to resolve the basic problems of the building structure, in particular, the 
solution of three-dimensional problem, the practical development of the idea of support and stepped floors, vivid 
expression of what we see in these large stone buildings structures, as the tomb of Aksu-Ayuly, Dandybai and 
Begazy. 
Building tradition of megalithic construction going on for a long time. Later, from building materials takes 
advantage clay treated as raw sludge of baked bricks. 
The study and performance of work at burial ground Begazy relevant in terms of what the rock mausoleums 
of Begazy-Dandybay culture are included in the candidate list of World Cultural Heritage Site by UNESCO 
(Megalithic mausolea ...). 
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